
History GCSE Revision
There will be three papers you will sit in the Summer

1. Paper 1: Medicine through time (including Historical Environment WW1)
2. Paper 2: Early Elizabethan England
3. Paper 3: Weimar and Nazi Germany

Easter Homework!
For all papers: Germany, Medicine and Elizabeth:
You have been given a revision booklet for EVERY paper.
For each paper you will be completing a 12 mark Exam Question Revision Clock

You need to:
● Draw the clocks over a double page spread in your books or on A3 Paper
● For each question you need to plan: what will your paragraphs be? Rank them in order of

importance. (for some questions we have given you paragraph suggestions, you just need to rank
them and find evidence to include in those paragraphs)

● Pick relevant SPEND to add to your clock: What evidence will be in each paragraph?
● Read the booklet and highlight the SPEND

There are THREE clocks to complete!
If you were absent when booklets were handed out, please collect one before the holidays. Also, digital copies of the

booklets with detailed instructions on how to complete the THREE clocks are on google classroom.

**You must hand the THREE completed clocks in to your teachers the first
lesson back after half term (week commencing 18th April 2022)**

________________________________________________________________

HOW DO I REVISE FOR MY SUMMER EXAMS?
*MAKE THE MOST OF GOOGLE CLASSROOM**

It is essential you are continually revising for your History GCSE Summer exams - two hours a week minimum. To
support you we have given your booklets AND posted plenty of useful Revision resources and activities onto
Google Classroom. Your class teachers will be setting you practice exam question(s) each week, but beyond this
you should be doing additional, independent revision.. This could include:

1. Completing ALL activities in your Medicine and Germany printed Revision Booklets

2. Use your exercise books to make SPEND flashcards for the different topics we have
studied and memorise the key statistics, people/places, events, names and dates.
You may also want to memorise some WOW words!

3. Practice writing timed exam questions - there are plenty of practice questions
posted on google classroom and in your Revision Booklets. Time yourself (a minute and a half per
mark). Hand these into your teachers to mark. INCLUDE LOTS OF WOW WORDS!

4. Watching the videos or listening to the podcasts posted onto Google Classroom to recap core
knowledge


